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HEPALUX™
Technical specifications
MODEL

LACS-1

Aura

LACH-2

VORWERK

Hera

e
Dimension

(H x D)

CADR (high speed)

610x380mm

450 CFM / 765

CADR (low speed)

8 0 C F M / 13 6

Rated room size

698 ft

2

Power (high/low)

110/25Watt

Noise level (high/low)

65/33dB(A)

Net Weight

1 3 kg

Sensor

Function

WaveTouch
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Lux worldwide
www.luxasiapacific.com
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Our PhilosophyLux believes in cleaner indoor air for everyone . Removing air impurities
down to the tiniest particle requires continuous innovation and commitment
tto--ci- g eener global environment. Our fresh air solutions are not only
innovative but extremely effective, energy efficient and eco-friendly .

Canyoufeelrelievedof following

Airpollution
facts!
rJjff='lndoor

air quality is 2-5 times
more polluted than outdoor.

Why choose
HEPALUXTM
Air Cleaners
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CleanAir for Life

INNOVATION

rJjff='People

spend more than 90% of
the time at indoor environment.

Design

HEPALUX™
technology

- Elegant & ergonomic
setting for easy handling

- Patented HEPALUX 3-stages filtration
system equipped with photo-catalytic
oxidation function to ensure high CADR &
low noise level and power consumption.

® motion
- New WaveTouch
sensor(Aura only)
-Automatie gas & dust
sensor system

New HEPALUX™
air purification system
Combined benefits of both HEPA and lonization reaching +99.97% filtration
efficiency and filter up to 0.1 micron particles, also featuring high CADR, low noise
and power consumption to meet the highest standard of a good air purifier.

PURIFICATION

Airflow
-High efficiency fan
motor unit provide
full dimensional air
flow for sufficient
room air circulation.

ECONOMY

Clean
Air

Polluted ·•
Air

energy saving
What does CADR mean?

CIRCULATION

(Clean Air Delivery Rate)

CADR testing is performed by an independent industry organization,
of Horne Appliance Manufacturers (AHAM).

- Remove 99.97% of 0.1 micron
air-borne particles that helps
to reduce allergy , asthma
causes with only 25w / h of
power consumption.

the Association

The Clean Air Delivery Rate, or CADR, can tell a
Consumer how efficient an air purifier is at removing
certain contaminant from the indoors.
by comparing the CADR numbers of each air cleaner,
a consumer is able to determine which unit would be
the most effective for the room.
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Quality

marks

CERTIFICATION

- AHAM certification is the best performance
purifiers in the market.
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Polluted
Air

l!Hhe room size rating that is given
to each air purifier is based on the
ability for it to remove 80% of smoke
particles in a room.
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Benefits
- 5 yea rs warranty (for ce rtain pa rts) to ensu re long

term user 's be nefit.

WARRANTY

